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Then there were two
Donoghue, Farisello face off in FUSA Presidential election
BY CHRIS WOOD

The final stretch of the
FUSA presidential race began
Tuesday when the field of four
candidates was narrowed down
to two.
Karen Donoghue and Vin
Farisello came out on top at the
primary, defeating candidates
Patrick Noonan and Jordan
Schibter, alljuniors.
Almost 1,000 students
showed up to the polls on Tuesday. 416 votes went to
Donoghue, while 312 students
chose Farisello, allowing them
to continue in the presidential
race. Schibler received 106
votes, while Noonan received
102 votes, according to election
commisionerEd Hertwig '02.
After discovering that he
would not continue in the race,
Noonan announced that he
would endorse Farisello.
"He's a very hard worker,
and I think that his policies
about student rights and student
advocacy are very important,"
Noonan said.
The two remaining candidates will be featured at the final election which is to be held

this Tuesday, Feb. 26. If
Donoghue wins on Tuesday, she
will be the first female FUSA
president in Fairfield University
history.
Hhe primary ran srrxxrtbty
and I was very pleased with the
turnout," Hertwig said.
At the end of the day,
Donoghue and Farisello said
that they were pleased with their
victories, yet fatigued.
"I am overwhelmed, but in
a positive way," Donoghue said.
Farisello said he was "exhausted yet elated."
But neither candidate will
have much time to recuperate,
nor do they plan on it.
"I'm going to go to meet as
many students one-on-one and
tell them why they should
choose me," said Donoghue.
The candidates are focusing on varying issues as they
move ahead.
"I want to focus on making FUSA uphold students
rights and promote the welfare
and well-being of the entire student body," Farisello said.
Donoghue will focus on
what she calls "school pride. "I
want to know what is going to
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No butts
about it
Administration
considers ban
on smoking in
dorms
BY SEAN TOOLAN

Just over a year after pulling tobacco products from the
university bookstore, Fairfield
administrators are considering
restrictions on cigarette smoking within residence halls due
to the negative health aspects of
second hand smoke.
Fairfield has considered
regulations to smoking in residence halls before, but had
never changed its policy. As
more universities go to smokefree dorms, the university requested that Gary Stephenson,
director of housing operations,
Karen Donoghue and Vin Farisello won the primaries
gather, information about the
on Tuesday.
subject. The university will
work in conjunction with Inter
make students feel proud about Butteriy and Michael Franco,
Residence
this school, what's going to bothjuniors, are running forthis
Hall Governmake them go to sporting position.
ment (IRHG)
events," she said.
Both vice-presidential canand Fairfield
Another position that will
didates cite communication be
University
be determined on Tuesday is the
Student Assovice president of senate. Casey
SEE "PRIMARY" ON P. 3
ciation "0*^&KING
(FUSA) to determine student
opinion on the matter.
"This is not a rights issue,"
Stephenson said. "We are not
telling students they can't
smoke, we are just looking to
protect those who don't."
The issue was presented to
time faculty ratio of 45:1, and
FUSA at a Senate meeting on
"During registration, evalthough the department does erybody is stressed out," said Jan. 27, who is currently workmake use of adjunct professors, Caroline Casey'03. "When we
ing to obtain the opinion of the
concerns have been raised that gotopre-regBter,rt'sjust chaos.
student body. The student govsuch a high ratio limits the efThere should definitely be more ernment is also creating a web
fectiveness of academic advis- communication professors page where students can cast
their vote to what action, if any,
ing within the department.
hied"
The lack of professors should take place. The web page
within the department has other will appear on the FUSA
website as early as Sunday.
ancillary effects, such as large
class sizes.
"The students have a strong
"The class sizes are pretty voice in the matter and they
big," said Deirdre Kelly '03.
should exercise their opinions,"
"All the classes are probably
said FUSA President Joe
about five to six people over, Piagentini. "The Dean of Stubecause some classes are so dents has worked well with us
hard to get into and seniors have and won't make a decision unto be written into them or they til he hears the student voice."
"A total ban would not be
won't graduate."
In contrast, the most popu- a good idea, because smokers
and nonsmokers alike have
lar major in the Charles F.
Dolan School of Business, marrights," said Vin Farisello '03,
keting, has a student to fU-time
a smoker and FUSA senator. "I
faculty ratio of roughly 31:1.
would not be opposed to a comOther majors within the school
promise."

Campus Comparison

Arts and Sciences vs. The Dolan School of Business
ter of the communication department
Communication is the most
There are just six full-time
popular major in Fairfield's
faaity members in the commuCollege of Arts and Sciences, a nication department, according
fact which is not very evident to the 2001 -02 staff directory.
when looking at the faculty ros- The result is a student to fullBY ETHAN FRY
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Fairfield University professors
and interns honored
PRESS RELEASE

FAIRFIELD, CONN. - Two Fairfield University professors and their student interns were recently honored by
the United Way of Eastern Fairfield
County with the United Way Community Builders awards. The awards were
presented this year for the first time.
Myra Oliver, executive director of
the International Institute of Connecticut, Inc. (IIC), nominated Dr. Katherine
Kidd of Fairfield, Dr. Joy Gordon of
Milford, and the University interns for
the awards.
The director of the International
Studies Program at Fairfield, Dr. Kidd
coordinates a student volunteer program
in conjunction with the IIC Department
of Language and Employment Services,
successfully enlisting the help of willing and motivated students to donate
their time.
Dr. Oliver said that through the leadership and guidance of Dr. Kidd, "they
have enabled foreign-born citizens to
become better acquainted with American ways and have fostered a smoother
transition to their new homes in the
United States."
Fairfield University student volun-

teers have tutored in English as a second language and have provided
mentoring and familiarization with
American language, customs, and culture to a number of refugees serviced by
the IIC.
"The Fairfield University students
have been generous and flexible with
their time and availability and have committed themselves to sharing their own
American heritage with persons from
various countries and cultures around the
world," Dr. Oliver said.
Dr. Joy Gordon, an associate professor of philosophy who has developed
a student introductory program to human
rights, focuses her study on immigrants
who are not represented in immigration
proceedings at government expense, and
who are victims of exploitation.
As a direct result of Dr. Gordon's
actions, almost two dozen more asylum
seekers were represented through IIC's
Pro-Bono Asylum Project.
Dr. Oliver noted, "because of the
efforts of the students and the organization of Dr. Kidd and Dr. Gordon, dozens of newly arrived refugees, asylum
seekers, and immigrants to the U.S have
had positive and productive experiences
in our American society."
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relevant to a broad and diverse young
audience.
FAIRFIELD, CONN - The PBS faIn Mary Hoffman's "Amazing
vorite "Reading Rainbow," will be fea- Grace," Grace wants to break stereotypes
tured at Fairfield University's Regina A. to play Peter Pan in a school production.
Quick Center for the Arts Sunday, March "Martha Speaks," by Susan Meckiaugh,
10 at 11 a.m., 1
is about ajfamily
p.m. and 3 p.m.
dog who rnerally
The
becomes outspoTheatreworks/
ken after dining
USA-staged
on
alphabet
show, approprisoup,
and
ate for children
"Borreguita and
in grades 2-7,
the Coyote," by
will be repeated
Verna Aardema,
Monday, March
is based on the
Reading Rainbow is coming!
11 at 10 a.m. as
classic Mexican
part of the Quick Center's Arts Bound tale of a little lamb (borreguita), who
Schoolday Series.
uses her wits to escape a hungry coyote.
"Reading Rainbow," a 13-time
Tickets are $ 10 for adults and $8 for
Emmy Award-winning show designed to children for Sunday's performance and
get kids excited about reading, is broad- $5 for Monday's performance. Discounts
cast daily on more than 300 stations are available for groups and birthday paracross the country. The musical revue, ties. The Arts Bound outreach program
alternately funny, poignant and is funded in part by the Kiwanis Club of
fantastical, features the "Reading Rain- Fairfield and Unilever H & PC USA
bow" theme song by Steve Horelick, Schools in Partnership Program. For inJanet Weir and Dennis Kleinman. A formation or tickets, call the box office
multi-racial cast performs adaptations of at (203) 254-4010 or toll free at 1-877seven different children's books, each ARTS-396, or visit the web site,
dealing with different issues and themes www.quickcenter.com.
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BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
8:00 piin. - Two people in Jogues were discovered smoking marijuana. One
person, a non-student, was escorted off campus. The other, a student,
was referred to judicial.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13
10:30 a.m. - The smell of marijuana was detected on Loyola's first floor.
Paraphenelia was confiscated. The case was referred to judicial.
10:41 a.m. - More marijuana, this time in Dolan. Paraphenelia was confiscated and the case was referred to judicial.
7:30 p.m. -A professor in Canisius reported two cell phones and a briefcase
stolen from his office. After verifying that they were not at home, the
case was confirmed Wednesday morning.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15
8:15 p.m. - In the Jogues parking lot, a 30 pack of beer was confiscated
from a minor. The case was referred to judicial.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16
3:00 a.m. - 2 DWIs involving minors were reported. The first was at the
townhouses and the second was at the traffic circle. In both cases, the
drivers were well above the legal limit. Both cases were referred to
judicial.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17
8:00 p.m. - Marijuana was found in Kostka hall a room search. The case
- was referred to judicial.
10:15 p.m. - An unidentified object was thrown through a window at the
townhouses. One of the large 3x5 windows were damaged as a result.
The case is under investigation.

CORRECTIONS

^

The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are
aware of any errors, please call editor Frank Washkuch at x6529.
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Donoghue, Farisello
win primary
CONTINUE] > FROM P.

1

tween students and the senate as a key
issue.
"I really want to give the students
more of a/forum to express what the issues that they find important, even if it's
a 'comments booth' set up by the FUSA
office or a unified email address," Franco
said.
Butterly expressed other jways in
which communication could be heightened between students and senate.
"We need to increase the visibility
of the senators on campus. If senators
live in dorms they should tell their dorms
this at floor meetings," Butterly said.
Butterly is featured on the Farisello
ticket.
"He'll be a fantastic president. He
would have no qualms with taking issues to administration and would make
it clear when students have serious issues," Butterly said.
The lone candidate for vice president of programming is Joni Saunders
'03.
The nice weather on Tuesday made

voter turn-out seem encouraging to the
candidates.
"It is a nice day for the voters to
come out to the polls," Schibler said.
Because of regulations, candidates
were not allowed to be within 40 feet of
the polls which were on the first floor of
the Barone Campus Center. The candidates surrounded the green outside of the
campus center encouraging students to
vote.
This tactic proved successful for
Shamil Turner '04.
"I was walking down to the campus center, I wasn't going to vote. Then
I saw Karen and remembered that she
had given me a red flyer in Claver,"
Turner said.
Many voters used personal knowledge of the candidate for their decision.
"Vin is definitely a leader," said
Emilie Rapa '03.
Current FUSA president Joe
Piagentini '02 was supportive of both
candidates, but failed to choose a favorite.
"All of the candidates did a good
job. I like them all equally," he said.
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Dolan getting all the business?
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

of business, such as accounting and
managment, are much less, with ratios
of roughly 12:1 and 10:1, respectively.
This difference, some argue, is just
one of many that have arisen between
the School of business and the college,
in large part due to the business school's
accreditation by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
The standards established by the AACSB
"assures quality and promotes excellence
and continuous improvement in undergraduate and graduate education for
business administration and accounting,"
according to its website.
The accreditation standards on the
AACSB website do not provide real specifics as far as the mandates of the
AACSB with respect to the percentage
of full-time faculty needed, only a general outline. However, some professors
in the College of Arts and Sciences have
been critical of the university's unequal
treatment of the business school and the
college.
"The standard that is most dramatic
in its impact on institutional resources
has to do with a very specific percentage of business courses that must be
taught by full-time, tenure track faculty.
This percentage applies to all business
courses taught at Fairfield—both in the
daytime and in Continuing Education
and graduate classes," said Dennis
Hodgson, sociology professor.
He added, "This requirement puts a
clear upper limit on the percentage of
courses that can be taught by adjuncts
and non-tenure track instructors. There
are huge institutional savings entailed in
having adjunct professors teach six
courses for $3,150 each without benefits
rather than a full-time instructor teaching those six courses for a total compensation package of $100,000."
Is there a gap developing between

the Dolan School of Business and the
College of Arts and Sciences? According to top university administrators, no.
"I am not aware of any gap in the
education of students at Fairfield from
one school to another," said Orin
Grossman, academic vice president. "I
am not aware of a single study that would
suggest that students who have had an
adjunct in a course have received a
poorer quality of instruction than students who were taught by a full-time
professor. There are issues relating to
mentoring that I think are important.
Full-time professors have the obligation
to mentor students and advise students
at a level beyond what could be reasonably expected from adjuncts."
Norm Solomon, dean of the Charles
F. Dolan School of Business, concurred.
"There is no gap at all," he said. "Students pursuing degrees in either the college or in the school of business receive
an excellent education and an excellent
degree."
With reference to the AACSB standards, Solomon added that "These standards are designed to ensure that the
quality of the business programs here
meet an international level of excellence
among business programs. This takes
nothing away from the high quality of
instruction offered in the CAS."
When asked whether a gap existed
between the school of business and the
college, Timothy Law Snyder, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, said,
"Some believe that's true. The real problem is how you measure educational
quality."
Snyder added, "Adjuncts in general
have less time to share with students. We
also tend to work with and look over
adjuncts less than full-time instructors.
We're trying to tease out all the various
issues related to this, but it's going to
take some time."
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Possible smoking regulations
will meet state laws

Photo: Sarah Ulbricht

Nathan Rozencranz '05
smoking in his room.
CONTINUED FROM P.1

According to a survey given to incoming freshman each year, close to 80
percent come to Fairfield nonsmokers.
Among these students, many voiced concerns about smoking-related allergies.
"No one would be happy," said
Mike Murphy '04, "especially in the
winter when they would have to go outside to smoke."
Reed will announce the final decision mid-April. Any new policy would
not be implemented until the fall of '03
to aviod problems with the upcoming
housing lottery.
Stephenson does not believe that
violation of possible restrictions would
be a matter within the judicial system,
but rather within an educational process
concerned about the dangers of smoking and second-hand smoke.

"If there was a smoke free dorm I
would live there," said Cesar Urena '05,
"because I hate the smell of smoke."
No specifications have been made
as to how Fairfield would implement
restrictions. Stephenson did not know
whether the school would choose a campus-wide restriction or merely designate
certain dorms smoke-free, but said the
townhouses and apartments are not being considered.
This restriction would be in accordance with a new Connecticut State
Law, which states that all public institutions, including residential living quarters, are to be smoke-free. The law applies to the Univ. of Connecticut, Central Connecticut and all public universities.
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CLASSIFIERds

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT? LOOK NO FURTHER! Leading Executive
Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas of
internet research, database
management, special projects,
as well as to aid in supporting
the company's most strategic
agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative
skills, an energetic disposition
and a self-driven attitude, we
would like to speak with you.
Please fax resume to (203) 961
- 7001, or email ll@rmginc.net
Child Care Summer Help Wanted
Month of August - We are
looking for an energetic and
caring individual that can supervise 2 boys, ages 6 and 9 at our
home in Fairfield. The ideal situation would be 8:30-3:30 M-F.
We do have some flexibility on
the hours. Willing to pay competitive salary for the right candidate. If interested please
email khughes56@yahoo.com
or call 259-0093
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum
qualification Red Cross Senior
Life Saving Certificate. One
season experience as working
lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich,J3T, if necessary. Call
203-531-7480 for interview.
Local Children's Theater group is
looking for someone to create,
design and build scenery for upcoming spring production. Parttime work or internship
possiblities ideal for college student.... Please fax resume and
cover letter to (203)319-1927,
attn:
Jon.
or
email
EastonDrama@aol.com
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $300 round trip plus
tax. Europe $179 one way plus
tax. Other world wide destinations cheap. Book tickets online
www.airtech.com or (212) 2197000.
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student
Groups Earn $1k-2k with the
easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
SPRING BREAK IS NEAR! Reach
students before they make their
plans with a Mirror classified ad!
Call 256-6594 for more. Ads
are due Sunday night.

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica
from $459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Organize small group - earn FREE
trips plus commissions! CalT1800-GET-SUN-1
Spring Break Super Sale! Book
your trip with StudentCity.com
and save up to $100 per person to Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamiaxa, Padre and Florida.
Most popular student hotels
including the Oasis and the
Nassau Marriot Crystal Palace! Prices start at $399! Sale
ends soon! Call 1-800-2931443 or go to StudentCity.com!
Spring Break Tickets! Get a
FREE MTV audience ticket to
select shows when you book
your Spring Break through
StudentCity.com! Go to
MTV.com
or
call
StudentCity.com at 1-800-2931443 for details! Tours and tickets are limited.
SPRING BREAK Last Minute
Specials...Save up to $100
per person!!
Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida Organize Your
Group and Travel Free!! Student Travel Services Call 800648-4849 www.ststravel.com
Student Help Wanted- Business,
finance or economics major.
Part time, interesting work, focus on organizing financial
records for a non profit organization and financial projects.
Some experience helpful.
Good pay. Frequent bus service available. Will reimburse.
Fax resume to 203-459-0236
or call, evenings and weekends
only, 203-459-0355
Typing/Word Processing for
Papers and Resumes Call
203-895-2927
You don't have to S£ll knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international
telecommunications company
for minimal investment. Serious/business minded students
only! Call (203) 565-0714 or
visit collegestudentsexcel.com

SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan.
Jamaica, Bahamas & S.Padre

www.studentexpress.corn
L Call Now: 1-800-787-3787
SPRING BREAK 2002
•*!i*i
Florid*
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It's the wave of the future. Online classified ads!

Visit www.fairfieldmirror.com
for more information!
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Some question handling of hostage crisis
BY SEAN HAYES

The hostage situation may have
ended peacefully, but some faculty members and students are questioning the
way the university handled the incident.
Politics professor Don Greenberg
believes that the university should have
intervened differently, and used the personal relationship many had with hostage taker Patrick Arbelo to stop the situation before it escalated into a media
frenzy.

Photos: Amy Womack

Canisius Hall.

"I think a lot of people knew Pat. It
might have been better to intervene and
talk him down ourselves," said
Greenberg.
While letting the police handle the
situation might have been a procedural
inevitability, Greenberg does not think
there should be such a celebratory tone
in the aftermath.
"I don't particularly like the selfcongratulatory tone...there were no heroes, no great activity. I object to the
way the Fairfield Police are mugging
about the great job they did and I think
the university is doing the same thing."
It is in that perceived aftermath of
celebration that some students are questioning the way the university acted.
The decision to return to class the
next day with no real dialog on the issue
did not sit well with junior Katelyn
Hayes.
"We weren't given the proper time
to deal with it, which is why the student
community hasn't taken the situation as
seriously as it should have been," Hayes
said. "If the university had less of a
'move on, go to class, it's over' policy
then the impact would be greater."
Hayes continued, "I was in class, in
that room, at noon the next day."
Doug Whiting, associate vice president of public relations, believes that the
university did an excellent job.
"My general sense is Fairfield University, in the truest sense of our institu-

tion acted
marvelously," Whiting
said.
"People from
throughout
the university
responded with
care."
Overall,
Whiting believed that
the students
acted extremely well,
both in their
behavior and
Emergency Response Authorities watch as Dreyer addresses
comments to
her class on Tuesday.
media outlets. "They are to be commended, Proseven hours."
fessor Dreyer as well."
Arbelo was arraigned on 28 counts
Dreyer, the individual many credit
with keeping the situation calm, wel- of kidnapping on Wednesday, Feb 13.
While the crime could result in a life sencomed the long President's Day break.
"It was nice to have the long week- tence, Greenberg and Dreyer believe that
end," Dreyer said. Overall, Dreyer said is not the solution.
"Pat had a lot of problems here,"
she was doing "as well as can be exGreenberg said. "He was a difficult inpected."
Many students were wondering dividual to know. I don't believe Pat
where Father Kelly, the university presi- should be in jail, he should be getting
help."
dent, was during the standoff.
Dreyer feels the same way. "I hope,
Kelly, according to Whiting, was,
he
gets
medical help. That's my deep
"out of town on a long planned Alumni
concern,
that he gets assessed, and we
visit. He remained in direct contact and
find
out
what
he needs for medical help."
was (kept) up to date throughout the
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[editorial]

Executive decision
In politics most elections come down to a voter's choice
between the lesser of two evils. Although many students
may not know it, this year's Fairfield University Student
Association presidential race comes down to a choice between the greater of two goods.
On one hand, we have Vin Farisello, the maverick who
came into FUSA one and a half years ago and has shook the
organization since. On the other hand, there's Karen
Donoghue, the steadfast FUSA member entering the twilight of her third year.
Both candidates would make fine FUSA presidents.
Farisello may not have been involved with FUSA from
his freshman year, but his accomplishments since his involvement have been swift and numerous. Farisello raised concerns about a new constitution that have proved themselves
accurate. He is also responsible for the registration of 1,000
students last November to elect a fairer group of officials to
the Fairfield Resident Town Meeting.
Donoghue is one of the first members of the Student
Alumni Association, the organization responsible for planning and implementing Alumni Weekend (amongst other
things). She is a lector, a mission volunteer and a BCC building manager.
In a perfect world, they would rule jointly. Yet, democracy does not allow the luxury of a dual executive.
Farisello's campaign is focused on creating a students'
rights cabinet position, creating an open forum for students
including a State of Fairfield Address, modifying the mandate for weekend programming to create better more efficient events and petitioning for a voting booth on campus to
guarantee students' voices will always be heard at the beach.
Donoghue's platform focuses on Fairfield pride. She
wants more incentives to attend sporting events, more communication among the FUSA Senate, class councils and the
president with their constituents, as well as an academic liaison created to help students with advising, greater use of
technology for polling and improved town relations.
Both have good ideas. Yet, when it comes time to flip
the voting booth switch down, The Mirror endorses Farisello.
A great deal of soul searching has been done concerning
this election, and when a big theme of this year's election is
change, we strongly believe Farisello is the person to do it.
Overall, Farisello made it clear to The Mirror Editorial
Board that he will never be afraid to take a stand on what he
believes. His ideas are short and sweet, not broad political
rhetoric. Sure, we can talk about improving town relations
and apathy, but Farisello has defined ideas on how to do
this. Pride, apathy, town relations, this is old to a FUSA election. Our current FUSA president ran on this last year. Our
situation has not improved.
The Mirror believes that Farisello is the candidate to
improve our current situation. Above all, is it not time we
as students decided to shake up FUSA with a new type of
candidate with concrete ideas? The Mirror can only hope
students feel the same.
The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfieId.edu

letters to the editor]

Flatto goes flat
To the Editor:
The scariest and most random event in the history of
Fairfield University has come
and gone. The university and the
town as a whole community
worked exceptionally well together to end this potentially
dangerous confrontation. However one characteristic of all the
television broadcasts struck me
as disturbing: First Selectman
Ken Flatto.
Flatto, an ardent supporter
of an end to Lantern Point, appeared on the television cameras
at every opportunity. Flatto has
alienated students of Fairfield
University in the past and he is
now attempting to capitalize on
some quick media coverage. We
as a university cannot stand for
this.
When the media asked
questions of Fairfield Police
Sargent or the Public Relations

Representative for Fairfield University for the past decades.
University, they expected those I would strongly urge all stuspecialists to answer. Not to re- dents and members of the uniceive a half-truth from the First versity community to place
Selectman who had no answers calls, write letters, or send
for the media, and had no per- emails to the First Selectman of
sonal relationship or experi- Fairfield in order to help enence with any of the persons in- lighten Mr. Kenneth Flatto in
volved.
the ways of morals and proper
He interjected simply to political actions.
Exploitation of a hostage
gamer more media exposure
for himself, not to provide situation that placed an entire
comfort for those involved in university into a state of fear,
this tragedy. His actions dis- and blatant self-promotion
gusted myself and the other through the interruption of a
various people in the room as police and university press conwe all noticed Flatto's simple . ference are unacceptable acploy to gain publicity and put tions. We must have our voices
a better face on his local gov- heard and say that we will no
ernment.
longer sit idly by while our conWe as a university com- cerns and issues are ignored in
munity, and as members of the Fairfield, Connecticut.
Fairfield community, cannot allow our misfortunes to be exSincerely,
ploited by the local politicians
David M Hirx '03
who have done nothing but
harrass and criticize Fairfield

What are they cooking?
To the Editor:
The big issues at the debates
last week were student spirit and
the beach, but an issue that is
much more pressing is Sodexho,
the company that runs our food
service. Sodexho has been
cheating several workers out of
pay-.
By classifying younger
workers as students, even though
they are not currently enrolled in

a school program here or anywhere else, Sodhexo can pay
them half the wages and deny
them both union membership
and health benefits. These are
adults, classified as students on
paper, and so are being cheated
out of their rights.
The administration on
campus probably doesn't know
about this. They don't look into
it, so it doesn't exist. Ignorance
as avoidance of an issue is ir-

responsible. I believe that, as
students, we should demand
that the people who work on our
campus be treated with respect
and be paid fairly. It makes me
sick to my stomach to think that
the school that is teaching so
many young people their life's
work is letting this practice continue.
Sincerely,
Michelle Woodruff '03

No dark sarcasm in the classroom
To the Editor:
I've been troubled lately by
the actions of Fairfield's administrators. As a senior, I've been
able to reap the benefits of some
fantastic professors, but with the
decision to adopt merit pay, future students may not have those
experiences. This university
will use this policy, one based
on publication in scholarly journals rather than ability to teach
in a classroom, as the mark for
receiving tenure.
I didn't come here to take a
class with TA's so my professor
could go write for academia. I

want to be taught. I want to
learn and be challenged and I
want it during those 50 minutes
I'm in class (I got out of bed
for it, didn't I?).
If students at Fairfield
didn't want an intimate classroom atmosphere, where they
felt comfortable learning and
discussing, they'd have gone to
a bigger school.
This administration is trying to play a game that neither
professors nor students want it
to play. Good teachers who
want to keep their jobs are going to spend less time on lesson plans; the ones who con-

tinue to worry about the needs
of the students, rather than the
university reputation, will be
fired.
I don't care if my professor has never published a letter
in a school newspaper, if they
can keep my interest and challenge me in discussion, then the
money we pay to come here is
well spent.
Sincerely,
Daniel Stalilonis, '02

More on "meritpay'
in next week's issue
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Hitting too close
to home

HB saU*~ She saU

To the Editor:

I worried about my brother, a National Guard Medic, who was instantly
As I write this, 17 people are being deployed to the site to tend the injured
held hostage in a religious studies class rescue workers.
at a small, Jesuit university. The sudThen I lost my job in the subsequent
den infection of our tiny school by the financial collapse and I couldn't find new
virus of confusion and chaos that runs employment in the strangled job market.
rampant throughout the world brings to
So ... I moved to Fairfield and went
me the startling revelation that nobody back to school to finish my undergraduis immune.
ate degree and take a breather from the
However, what I feel is the worst newly precarious rat-race.
part about this most recent calamity is
Foolishly, I thought this school might
that I found out the news from a friend be a haven from the seemingly heightin New York City while I was standing ened dangers of this world. I made an
in front of Xavier Hall at 5:20 p.m. over. incorrect assumption that was probably
an hour after the situation began. I made by most people that would read this:
drove through campus without any ob- "I'm safe here."
vious sign of increased security or reBut what we've learned today is that
striction on campus or at the main en- whether the threat is foreign or domestrance. This lack of information or re- tic, shoe bombs or anthrax, we all must
action is unsatisfactory and leaves me come to the realization that we live in a
wondering about the preparation of our more dangerous world and we must make
school in the face of emergency.
sure that we are prepared for whatever
Prior to this spring semester I had can and will come our way.
lived and worked in Manhattan for the
Should parents trust the new custopast half-decade. The recent decision dians who can't assure the safely of their
to return to school this semeseter was children to study Theology in a small
sparked by the September disaster that classroom?
touched every one. Today I feel that
Are we doing all that we can do?
the uneasiness of living in a war zone What else can or should we do? Can any
has invaded the campus that I thought measures intended for our protection be
previously impenetrable - the uneasi- considered extreme?
ness that I thought I'd left behind.
Whether or not this latest travesty is
Months ago I was standing with considered an anomaly, we clearly must
countless others in the middle of Fifth do more and take whatever measures necAvenue watching the second tower fall essary to preserve Fairfield as a haven for
before my eyes as I hurried downtown those who appreciate the virtues of wiswith a friend who feared he lost his fa- dom and tolerance.
ther.
I felt helpless as I tried to reach
Hopefully,
friends and family who worked in and
D. Vermillion '03
around the WTC fearing the worst.

ONLINE POLL RESULTS:

Do you feel safe at Fairfield?
Yes, even after this incident, I still feel safe here.
73%

Eh, I guess.
18%

No, not at all. We had a hostage situation here,
remember?
9%

This week's poll: FUSA elections
Vote online (a), www.FairfieldMirror.com

M/hat do you c/o after the f?&
t?reak-ut>?
By Kevin Estela

By Maria DeRuccio

It does not matter if you broke up
with her or if she broke up with you
what matters is the fact that you are now
single. What do you do now? My advice is to recapture your animal instincts and male tendencies by doing
"guy stuff."
"Guy stuff" is what is going to get
you back into the dating scene and
make you feel more like a man after a
relationship where you found yourself
saying "Its ok if we go see the romantic comedy."
First step: go outdoors into the
deep woods alone. Here you find yourself acting more primitively and the testosterone will start flowing. Surround
yourself with wild animals. You won't
be thinking about your girl if you are
worried a bear might want to make you
into a late-night snack. Go "rough it"
for a few days building shelter, starting fire, and gathering food and then
you are ready for the next step.
Second step: spend more time with
your boys. They watched you slowly
give up those boy's nights out for
cuddle time and you owe it to them to
hang out. Take them to a steak house
and order up the fattest and bloodiest
prime rib available. You have to get
back into their inner circle you were
excluded from. She's gone now, party
like Tommy Lee.
Final step: go out and get down.
The best way to get over getting
dumped or to take your mind off of a
girl you dumped is to meet other girls.
Whatever you do, don't let them see
sadness in your eyes if you run across
them at a club or anywhere else. Have
the look of a stone cold machine with
no emotions and only out to find someone — someone that is not your ex. If
you should see your ex, pay no attention to her but rather to the hot girl next
to her. You have the support of your
boys now so have them act as blockers
if your ex is trying to come up to you.
With this new found confidence
and social status, you have all you need
to get back into the game. Play hard!

I have found whether you have just
been dumped by the guy of your
dreams or the nerd next door, any
breakup will take a while to get over.
Being dumped makes you lose your
confidence and then it's hard to get
back into the groove as a single chick.
Everyone handles breakups differently, but I can tell you what not to do.
Anytime I've been dumped for another
girl, I try to quickly get a new guy. That
way my ex will hopefully realize that
I've moved on. But this doesn't work
because often my ex couldn't care less,
and now I'm in some relationship I
didn't want in the first place.
When I'm freshly broken up, I opt
for the girlie route. Stay in a couple of
nights and rent the most utterly depressing and romantic movies. My suggestion, "When a Man Loves a Woman."
It kills me every time, when Andy
Garcia comes back in the end; I just
close my eyes and pretend I'm Meg
Ryan. This movie step is important because you can cry all you want in front
of the TV without*anyone else around.
Once I'm over the girlie part it's
time to move onto stage two. I usually
don't do the chocolate thing, though
many girls swear by it. I don't see the
point in lying around and gaining fifteen pounds, you never want to bump
into your ex with your new doublechin. Instead, try working out. It helps
clear your head and gets out all the anger. Be tough and get pissed off.
After I've cried like a loser and
done the bitter thing, it's time for a
change. This sounds crazy, but after
every major breakup, I always dye my
hair. You don't need to be this drastic,
but do something out of the ordinary,
something you never would have done
while you were with your ex.
As soon as you've started to move
on, it's time to go out and ooze with
singleness. Just whatever you do when
you bump into your ex, don't cry. Don't
tell him you miss him and don't ask
him back. Come on, you've worked
too hard to be pathetic!
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Josh
JSi

Q'ConntH's

uestions
1. Do you ever get people calling you
Mr. President?
Yes, and I kind of enjoy it.
Thanks for getting us off to a good
start, Mr. President.
Thank you, Josh. Would you like a
Jelly Belly?
Is that a joke about my weight?
2. Other than being pictured more
than Marilyn Monroe, what's the
best part of being FUSA President?
People singing Happy Birthday Mr.
President to me.
3. Do you feel you have a George vs.
George W. thing going on because
your brother was president first?
I definitely think it's related to the family relationship. But I think I'm more
well liked than my brother.
4. What would you say was FUSA's
biggest accomplishment this year?
Getting a nicer office than The Mirror.
Wait until we bulldoze down the wall
next to yours.
You'd like that to happen, wouldn't
you? Seriously though... the communication between the town and the
school. Things are getting better.
5. Do you feel like you're in a fishbowl with the new offices being so
open?
I do! I don't mind when girls look at
me working late at night and visiting
me. That's the advantage of having a
fishbowl office.
Remember the FUSA office got the
worst hook-up spot..
But then looking at the staffs, FUSA
is just better looking.
This interview's just not going well.
Just wait until I take your picture.
So I have to kiss your butt then?
6. When is the basketball hoop in
your office going to fall under the
weight of all the previous administrations still being up there?
(While resecuring it against the wall)
I don't know - it has pretty strong magnets. 20 more administrations maybe.
But my name carries more weight
since we have the best administration.
7. What is your opinion on campaign
finance reform?
No opinion.
So, you believe that you should be
able to spend $1 million on the FUSA
elections?
There's no price on getting this position.
8. Do you think the winner of the
FUSA election will be determined by
the size of their box of chalk? Or do
be more concise, does size matter?

FUSA Presidential Fun
This week: Joe Piagentini, FUSA president

I kinda enjoy the chalk debate - It's interesting to read. But to warn the candidates, they're going to need a lot of
chalk.
9. FUSA's got to have a lot of money
pass through here, so can you lend me
$20?
I'm going to have to check with the Senate first. And they might charge you interest.
Somehow, I was expecting that.
10. Can you make an executive order
that says I'm the coolest kid on campus?
(laughs)
Don't laugh!
I'll make it nice. If I have to make "an
executive order on who's coolest on
campus, it will definitely not be you.
That was nice?
11. Let's play the pyramid: FUSA,
SEA, SBRA....
They're all organizations on campus.
I'm sorry. They's all associations on
campus. You know, the A? BUZZ!
12. Worse TV programming: WWF or
FWF?
I think WWF. I don't even watch it that's how bad it is.
13. Will you join me in praying to the
snow gods for one good snow day before winter's over?
Definitely. Let's do it right now, in the
FUSA office, where everyone can see it?
God knows we need it.
I'm not that crazy.
You're the one who posed the question.
Moving on...
14. Did you get me anything for
Valentine's Day? After all, I run into
you more than my girlfriend...
That's a scary sight running into you
more than I have to.
Don't forget I haven't taken that picture yet.
Again bribing me...
Well, after all, you ARE the President..
15. Are you going to vote in the upcoming FUSA elections, or will we be
quoting you on why you're joining in
on the student apathy come next
week?
I'm definitely voting in the upcoming
elections, just like I did in the primary.
16. What artist should just stop recording music?
Rolling Stones. They've been around
way too long. They should retire.
17. What's your favorite Mirror column?

Anyone that you write, because you have
to take my picture in five seconds.
Point taken.

picture turns out. If it's good, you
can have more than one.
Now who's bribing who.

18. Who's more sexy: VP of Programming Bridget Hennessey or Bridget
Fonda?
Any girl named
Bridget is extremely
sexy.
Oh, so you're taking
the easy way out
No, I'm still working
with her.

In a final note, I never got that extra
Jelly Belly. You owe me, Piag!

19. Any last words?
A little more than two
months to go and
counting
down!
Thanks for playing.
20. Now that this is all
over, can I have another Jelly Belly?
It depends on how my

Perfect Solution
Customized Facials
Special Student Rate $55.00
Included in all facials:
-tweezing
-steaming
-mash

•cleansing
-exfoliating
-massage
-day make-up

Ask about special rate for body waxing, make-up consultation, skin care, and eyebrows/eyelashes tinting.
You only want your eyebrows done? That is possible
too.
Bernadette Van Der Ploeg
Certified and Licensed in Europe and the USA
Member of the Intl. Society of Aesthetics and Cosmetology
(Cidesco)
Consultant at the American Academy of Cosmetology

373-1660
544 Riverside Avenue, Westport
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(Cheers

Send in your Cheers &
Boos to the Mirror today!

to Callahan's, the bar you go to to feel
young, really really really young...to
the possum nipple warmers...to the
hottie in JGS 312...to the stud in LYL
329...to Friday night at the library on
Long Island...to easy mac...to hot
Fairfield
cops...to
sexy
cheerleaders...to Ashley's 21st
Bday...to getting booed by the sl*twho
wants my ex-boyfriend, you can have
him, I don't want him...to the lettuce
phantom at the beach...to South
Padre...to Guy's Dupe A&B, normal
girls do exist at Fairfield...to "hottest
broads at Da' Mall"...to Sam Spann,
the game's back...to "Super Ugly"...to
B & Jared, the underground economy
keeps going...to Franklin's Tower, trust
me they're still sittin on the couch...to
Mikey, male sl*t...to the Doghouse,
more like the Greenhouse...to Deng
Gai, 6th in the nation for blocks...to
Spooney (Big Pimpin), in your
"Negrilpiece"...to Bowlobogus, Jackie
who?...to EJ, it's getting bigger...to the
Frozen Shamrock, it's coed...to Kimmy
& Maria & Allie, mad props...to casa
de luz, en fuego (solamente para ti)...to
4:20, oh, it is the best time...to Taco
Bell...to Mets Training Camp...to
Tita...to Russ...to Matt G, I want
you...to Boston...to the Crackhousc.to
late night at the Lighthouse...to Paul's
article...to Italian sasaginos...to Sara
and Garvey...to Mark's 22nd
birthday...to Uncle Jessie...to annual
Franco visit...to tampon man, Bport
aight...to Shabba and Stuart...to
Cadillac Bill...to the Maze...to
Steve...to Cuddy being a good sport...to
Jason...to Kostas for his record-setting
mail delivery times...to the newWVOF
studios...to Tony C, the head of the
Junior Mafia...to skiers...to Maryn...to
Kxistins bday, love ya u SC! ...to fatnasty getting booted out of school after

hitting a tree...to wetting the bed (don't
knock it till you've tried it)...to drunk
vending swipes...to Claver Kegs on
Valentine's Day...to the guys dupe...to
Sarah and her jean jacket...to hot dogs
at 10:00...to good friends that are there
for you...to 007...to Regina being a new
woman...to spring break coming
soon...to the human tornado...to
freshman girls lax team...to 11:30 bed
time...to hospital visits...to velcro
sneakers...to I love the booby trap...to the
beer...to crying...to the most interesting
night ever...to broken sinks and broken
doors...to Mexican dice game...to two
weekends in one...to hot "dinner"
girls...to leaners...to Jermainc.to nipple
rule...to tax retums...to up the river, down
the river...to racquetball & curling...to
levee drafts...to college, woooo!...to
Frank Pepe's pizza in New Haven...to
spontaneous Beirut on Saturday at the
point...to the "Rocky Mountain High"
and Flatiron #l...Hugh Hefner's limo
that stopped to let us through the
crosswalk...to "Can I offer you a
pint..."...to getting late-night calls from
Japan...to Red Bull and Vodka, Eliz, are
you drunk yet?...to telling off the b*tchy
sophomores on my floor...to.watching
"Centerstage" four times in the last three
days...to
Leighnote's
"get
oooouuut!"...to Mondo, Big Pun's little
brother...to the Thong Song at the
Grape...to winning the Wet t-shirt contest
at Mardi Gras...to crazy, sexy, cool senior
girls...to bench dancing...to the Mardi
Gras king...to prostituting yourself for
beads...to Paul and Vin partying even
though they are working men...to
appearing in the Figment frame, such an
honor...to K...to opening day Mets
tickets, you're the best...to Lowell
Bergman...to anarchy...to David Lee
Roth...to puking on your birthday..to the
return
of
the
SNAKE!...to
Clockwork...to Key West...to b
squared...to beach charis...to rock, paper,
scissors shoot-a-mania...to the ironing
board bar...to the senior trip to Boston.

The Mirror and KRT Campus Present.
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BY LASHA SENIUK

Aries (March 21-ApriI 20). Work
officials may soon ask for detailed
records. Watch for recent disputes or
team indecision to create a need for
accurate paperwork, completed duties
or proof of ownership. Don't hesitate
to refer to old rules or official contracts.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). An
unusual business request may captivate
attention. Shared duties, public
relations, news gathering or media
events
may all be a concern. Authority figures
will leave key elements vague; don't
expect detailed or obvious instructions.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Old
promises, past employment aspirations
or ongoing family discussions may be
annoying. Even though career
options are strong, loved ones may still
not understand your motives or goals.

Cancer
(June
22-July
22).
Concentration and daily performance
will be greatly affected by social events.
Private discussions with colleagues or
close friends may create an atmosphere
of mistrust. Take extra time for reflection
and inward thought.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Although career
prospects and new educational projects
are promising, avoid unclear documents
or poorly defined
contracts. Authority figures will react
poorly to unfinished paperwork, delayed
decisions or unusually creative input.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Close friends
and relatives may be unexpectedly
emotional. Watch for past family
commitments or outdated romantic
promises to captivate the attention of
loved ones. Little of this will manifest
as a serious or long-lasting concern, so

mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
Mail: Box AA
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my thighs! )...to C"s teenie weenie...to exstudents who come here for tilings other
than
alumni
weekend...to
"nautgonnagetabeer"...to naut crowd—
is that a hand or'.'...to the elite, aka el
peor...to juniors who were sitting behind
tables at the career fair...to "Bud Mud."
gross...to SL. thanks for leaving
hundreds of other people in C'anisius,
that really sucks and I hope you know
that...to the quad, oh it's dark, let's be
fiye year olds...to Liquid...to the
Russian...to snowboards... to Audbox... to
Shangiila...to Brian telling everyone at
the (irape 1 have no boobs...to 1 lawk and
Hoboken...to Sodexho winkers that hit'
on students...to I) working at Kmart...'to
repeat offenders...to Valentine's Day...to
Akademies gear...to not getting off. I'm
all set...to opening Laura's mail...to
thinking you're trendy at the Grape...to
Joansic.to Shooter...to 1 book...to S10
bit's...to Cuddy's accent...to basketball
groupie...to BU100, 200. 225. 300...to
she-man...to C.riv...to Mike...to a walk
of shame with my buddy's hookup, it
wasn't me...to girls who sh*t the bed...to
the junior girl who sprays mud. how old
are you?...to Mike and his fears...to
Rick's bag of wine...to girls who change
when they get a boy friend...to the
unidentified kid at the jailhouse who fell
asleep to porn on his couch Friday night
for everyone to see when they walked
by and looked in...to all those who went
home this weekend...to 93 degrees,
scary...to opposites vvantin it...to vvinsted,
get a life...to hostages...to girls who get
asked to leave parties, don't, get kicked
out, and then come back and egg the
house with grapefruits...to airlines that
lose your luggage...to along weekend
that was just too short...to almost being
left in CO (would it really be that
bad?)...to "coming back to a completely
new roommate and a room that mimics
a war /.one...to good things happening
to not so good people...to brutes...to
people who give 'tude about house

"ruit...to the offensive explosion in
Olympic hockey...To the basketball
team's hockey like line changes every
foul (WHO SWITCHES ALL
FIVE?)...to Duggan's beer muscles...to
waking up next to AzerieL.to sniper
chicks...to no boobs at Mardi Gras...to
Fairfield police...to seatbelt laws...to
Mitchell and Duggan..to I legeL.to the
young kids at Dick's Last Resort...to
hamsters... to wedgies...to the smelly
bathroom...to not having any
money...to having lots of work to do
before spring break...to the
presentation do after spring break...to
not having the requisite skills to edit
Mr. Wallace...to Sandefur...to
Hewitt...to Klus'ter...to inverting
stuff..to "Light it up. stick it in your
mouth, you're gonna get your fix"...to
the sugar delivery business...to getting
the Figment frame with your picture
in it stolen...to the meatheads ruining
everyone's fun this weekend at the
beach...to Mike Wallace being the
biggest turncoat since Benedict
Arnold...to Benedict Arnold...to people
who want TOT fired...to Puma...to
campion 109...to "That's disgraceful
Gene!"...to no more dance team this
year...to it not being a world of men,
machine...to clock-watchers...to officeholders...to getting a parking ticket
while going to Ash Wednesday
Mass...to 21 hour drives...to fishing
with machine guns, machine...to
getting lost in DC...to Al Haig...to
capitalism...to the free market
system...to Jacques Chirac...to Ian
Paisely...to RUC collusion...to
Salieri...to Glasgow Celtic FC.to
Tutu...to Pikachu...to cliches...to
compromise, conformity, assimilation,
submission, ignorance, hypocrisy,
brutality, the elite, all of which are
American dreams

don't worry.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Financial
promises and new workplace
instructions are accented. Watch for
outdated procedures to create
controversy.
The past may be challenged. Pay close
attention to minor political delays or
unusual requests from managers.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Marital
relations and long-term romantic
expectations will clarify. Expect loved
ones to request solid promises or
shared home responsibilities. Some
Scorpios, especially those born in early
November, may also welcome several
new friendships into their private
lives.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Work
attitudes and daily duties may
dramatically change. Watch for
previously silent work mates to publicly
challenge the ideas of authority figures.
Much of this may lead to fast action or
temporary team assignments.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Gentle
romantic overtures will be delightfully
seductive. Rare flirtations and genuine
statements of affection may all be

captivating. However, new relationships
will not be easily established; wait for
romantic tensions to build before taking
risks.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Pay close
attention to the requests or observations
of older friends and relatives. Someone
close may offer valuable
advice concerning family dynamics,
home schedules or the private emotions
of a loved one. Provide sensitive
thoughts and new ideas; your efforts
will
soon
create
successful
combinations.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Social
messages will be emotionally
productive. Expect previously shy or
silent friends to propose unique group
events, travel adventures or creative
activities. Join in and enjoy the moment.
If your birthday is this week . . .
Romance will greatly intensify. Watch
for potential love affairs to soon create
controversial choices. Some Pisceans
will begin an important four-year cycle
of social independence and new
sensuality. Old memories or outdated
relationships need to fade. Don't be
drawn back into the comforts of the past.
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Not a girl, not yet an actress
"Crossroads" better for eye candy than for entertainment
Lucy, the innocent one, valedictorian, overachiever,
daughter of Louisiana mechanic, Dan Aykroyd (who has
Kids, Crossroads should be nomi- just lost some of his credibility by picking up some fast
nated for best comedy of the year. I cash), is running away to find her mother who abanshould be hit for paying the nine bucks doned her, Sex and the City's Kim Cattrall. Surprise,
to see it.
surprise, her mother doesn't want anything to do with
Miss Spears' first attempt at acting her, but it provides the most laudable scene for Spears,
is just what it sets
she actually can cry on cue.
out to be, an atAs predictable as an episode
tempt.
With
of the long-forgotten "Saved By
M
many
scenes
the Bell," the girls rekindle their
geared toward
long lost friendship and this is
Fait
Mi
stretching those
when the "tough" issues come
vocal chords,
out: Britney being sexually asBritney seems to
saulted, the issue of rape, and
be giving an hour
(oh no) Britney getting
plus concert to
DRUNK! How taboo; she's
moviegoers
not that innocent. The
across the US.
teeny-boppers better
Crossroads combring a blindfold....
bines a lucid, inThe "serialcoherent plot
killer" guitarist who
with bad wardthey hitch a ride to
robe, bad singing,
L.A. with, Ben
and many an
(Anson Mount),
"adult situation."
provided moments
Basically, Britney
of "real" comedic
is no longer a girl,
relief. Think of a
she's a woman.
scruffy
Ben
The scene is
Affleck doing
set with a young
stand-up comedy
Lucy (Spears), Mimi (Taryn Manning), for ten year olds. He probably didn't
and Kit (Zoe Saldana) burying a box even get paid for the movie; he has
with their hopes and dreams inside that some steamy scenes with the Princess
is to be dug up at midnight on gradua- of Pop. Some might say that there
tion. Best friends at ten, enemies at eigh- are just some things that money can't
teen, these girls come together, dig up buy. He has screen presence which
the box, and decide to embark on a road will hopefully raise him out of the
trip to L.A. where a pregnant Mimi is teen-genre abyss, as do Manning
set to audition for a record deal-why and Saldana, who have a better voice
would a pregnant girl think that she than Spears. They will move on to
could even be well, the next Britney bigger and better projects.
Spears?
Basically, this is Miss Spears'
movie. (There were some nice
shots of Herbal Essences and Pepsi.)
She writes poetry (deep...) that is coincidentally a stanza to her new single,
"Not a Girl, Not Yet a Woman" that Ben
sets to music, she sings for him, and then
she proceeds to audition with in L.A.,
where Aykroyd and judges go buck wild
with excitement for this Voice. (I never
thought that anyone could make Madonna
sound like Whitney Houston...) She
doesn't even lip sync correctly. But she
stays in L.A because she so poignantly
asks, "Why don't I just do something for
myself for once?" Give me a break.
For all of you who want to see Spears
prance in her underwear and get a nice view
up her skirt, pay the nine dollars to see it.
For those of you who want a good laugh,
it's worth the one hour and thirty-three
minutes of your life that you lost sitBritney performed all of her own stunts in
ting there with nine-year olds. But
Photo: crossroads.com
"Crossroads," including crying, singing, and
you
know
when
her
fans
are
laughLuckily for the pop diva, the script for
poutily looking into the camera.
ing,
then
it
must
be
pretty
bad.
Crossroads contained one of her songs.
BY LAURA PFIEFER

F//& Facts
Grade: D

Movie:
Crossroads
Starring:
Britney Spears,
Taryn Manning,
Zoe Saldana
Director:
Tamra Davis

Photo: atpictures.com
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THIS WEEK IN

SPORTS

Men's Basketball
On a roll
The Stags won both of their games last
week, beating Siena 60-57 on Saturday
in Albany and then returning home on
President's Day to defeat Canisius by a
score of 72-54.

Upcoming Events:
Friday, February 22
Ice hockey vs. Quinnipiac, 7 pm
Saturday, February 23
Ice Hockey @ Quinnipiac, 3:30 pm
Men's basketball @ St. Peter's, 2 pm
Women's Lacrosse @ Holy Cross, 11 am
Men's Lacrosse @ Holy Cross, 1 pm
Sunday, February 24
Women's basketball @ St. Peter's, 2 pm

Women's Basketball
Stretch run
Despite 22 points from senior Megan Light,
the Lady Stags lost at Manhattan 80-62 last
Thursday. The red and white beat Canisius
97-71 on Monday. Amy Hurford recorded a
double-double with 13 points and 15 rebounds
in the win.

Ice Hockey
Dropped home and away series

The leers lost both of their games last week against Army, falling
on Friday night 7-4 at West Point and then losing at home at the
Wonderland of Ice 3-2 on Saturday. Junior Rae Metz became the
30th player in Fairfield history to record 100 points in a career.
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Great expectations
Merisku2X)s$ekx)ksJbwMxltoasuccessJMseason
Quinnipiac. The new assistant coach is
former professional lacrosse player Andy
Entering their second year in the Towers, a veteran of the Boston Cannons
Great Western Lacrosse League, of Major League Lacrosse.
Fairfield's men's lacrosse team is aimTowers will take over the offensive
ing high.
coaching duties, whereas Spencer will
"This year, we want to win the focus on defense.
league," said head coach Ted Spencer.
"We've had some changes," Spen"We're the favorites to knock off Notre cer said. "We have a great new addition
Dame, win the GWLL and go to the in Andy Towers. Andy will help us get
NCAAs and that's our main goal.
to the next level."
The Stags are already the subject of
Fairfield will benefit from a great
a lot of preseason hype, receiving 11
returning team, including arguably one
votes in an Inside Lacrosse Division I
of the best freshman classes of all time
coach's poll. Three Fairfield players,
from last season.
sophomores Troy Bamann and Peter
"We have a really outstanding
sophomore group," said Spencer. "We
Vlahakis and senior Rob Scipioni, also
received honorable mentions to the Di- also have a lot of maturity in our upper
vision I Ail-American team.
classes that will help to take us to the
Fairfield is returning eight of last
next level. We have great seniors who
year's eleven starters, induing all of last
are great leaders, and great captains."
Fairfield's sophomore dass is led by
year's All-League selections. After
shocking the Great Western Lacrosse 2001 MAAC rookie of the year Troy
League by finishing second in 2001, Bamann, who lead the team in scoring
last year with 23 goals and 26 assists in
there truly is no limit to the aspirations
just 15 games.
of the team this year.
Captaining the team this year are
The way to the top will be hard,
however, as the Stags' schedule is seniors Marc Torrey, Brian Holland,
Shaun Graham, and Joe Beaudet.
marked with several nationally ranked
Others, like junior goaltender C.J.
lacrosse powerhouses such as Notre
Dame, Loyola, Hostra, Perm State, North Kemp, will provide the team with invaluable experience.
Carolina, and Ohio State.
Fairfield starts off the season this
The team has undergone some
changes, including losing its assistant Saturday, Feb. 23 at Hofy Cross. In their
coach to the head coach's position at last meeting, Fairfield won 15-6.

BY ETHAN FRY

Goaltender C.J. Kemp

Photo: Sports Info.

Ladies' lax looms large
spread out across the board. I don't think
there's going to be any one person that
Three conference championships in really stands out"
"We're a fast team with a lot of sefouryears. Win the program's fist-ever
NCAA Tournament berth. Those are just niors," said senior attacker Lauren Uhr.
some of the aims of the women's lacrosse "We work real well together."
The Stags have a balanced lineup
team this coming season.
that
includes six seniors, five juniors,
The Stags graduated just two playseven sophomores and seven freshmen.
ers from last year's championship-winning team that was a perfect 6-0 in the Fairfield is led by co-captains Caitlin
Perry and Calista Coriey. The tandem
MAAQ and will return seven starters to
started every game for the Stags last year
this year's lineup.
and will anchor the defense again this
"We're definitely looking to win the
MAAC. This is the first year the chamseason.
Twins Megan and Lauren Uhr are
pion gets an automatic bid to the NCAA
the Stags'top returning scorers. Megan
Tournament—that's our main objecwas fifth in the conference in scoring last
tive," said first-year head coach Laura
Brand. "With the [MAAC] tournament year with 37 points, netting 25 goals and
passing out 12 assists. Lauren wasn't
here at Fairfield again, our chances look
far behind, with 34 goals and 2 assists
pretty good."
Despite the loss of Colleen for 36 points.
Sophomore Kathleen Crane returns
Cunningham, the school's all-time leadas
the
Stags starting goalkeeper. Crane
ing scorer and last season's MAAC
was an All-MAAC Tournament team
Player of the Year, Fairfield's fast-paced
selection last year and finished fourth in
and well-balanced attack is likely to
dominate the conference again this year. the conference for both goals against
"We don't really have any one go- average and save percentage, while compiling an 8-5 record overall.
to player. I couldn't name them all,"
Fairfield's veteran core is
Brand said. So many people have
stepped up. I think goals are going to be complimented by the team's freshmen

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

class, who will be a big factor in the
Stags' championship equation.
"We have a good freshmen group.
They're going to get a lot of playing
time," Perry said. "Everyone on this
team has potential. A lot of people are
going to score for us."
One freshman standout that will
immediately break into the Stags' starting lineup, according to Brand, is attacker Jess Golden
"Jess has really stepped up," Brand
said. She's doing real well on attack."
The freshman is surprised how well
she's been playing and is excited for the
upcoming season. "I didn't expect to be
starting. I just hope to contribute any
way I can," Golden said. There's confidence in everyone. We play some tough
teams, but we definitely have the potential to beat them."
The Stags, who will be playing their
final season on University Field's turf,
face top non-conference opponents such
as Bucknell, Villanova, Boston College,
Yale and UConn this season.
Next year Fairfield will play its
home games on the yet to be built natural grass field where the track now lies,
which could be an adjustment for the

Stags who have become a "turf team,"
according to Brand.
Brand, a former assistant coach at
Rutgers and a former member of the
Canadian National team, inherits a talented Stags' squad who open their season on Saturday at Holy Cross.

Lauren Uhr in action.

